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Redistributors nominated for Best Thriller, Actress
British National Film Awards Nominations Published

LONDON, MINNEAPOLIS - January 13 - The British National Film Academy nominated feature film REDISTRIBUTORS in two
categories for the prestigious National Film Awards in 2016. Redistributors, the UK produced thriller distributed worldwide by
Princ Films is nominated in two categories - Best British Thriller of the Year and Alexandra Evans was nominated for the Best
Supporting Actress for the role of Liz in the film.

Directed by Adrian Tanner the film Redistributors is a hacker conspiracy thriller set in the near
future portraying the society sharply divided between the rich and the others whose only goal is
to spread the wealth. This very clever and edge-of-your-seat story follows Liz, a public relations
specialist, from her sophisticated London office to the underground compounds of the
Redistributors, computer hackers in hiding. Chased by the former members of the British
Special Forces, Liz found refuge among the Redistributors who are trying to help her save and
make public the information crucial in revealing deepest corporate and government secrets.

Redistributors will screen in Berlin in February and the screening schedule and venue will be
published next week.
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Princ Films is a dynamic international sales and distribution company based in the United States. Princ Films acquires, produces, finances,
markets and distributes films and other entertainment content worldwide. The company represents labels and independent producers and their
films and interests domestically and internationally. Princ Films has licensed its films and other programs to over 60 territories, broadcasted them
worldwide and sold them on all platforms throughout the world.
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